INTRODUCTION
No one will doubt today that software is critical for modern society and is being used everywhere, which requires the software to be produced on time, within budget, and performed as expected. The fact that the software development industry is in a crisis was recognised in 1960s. As one of the most important areas of computer science, software engineering had its origin as a solution to the "software crisis" (Dijkstra, 1972; Yang et al., 2008) . According to IEEE, software engineering is defined as the application of a systematic, Software cybernetics is a subdivision of cybernetics in the domain of software engineering. The term software cybernetics was first used in (Cai, 2002a) . The author mentioned that the idea of software cybernetics was proposed in 1994 with an attempt to apply cybernetic or control-theoretical approaches to solving problems in software engineering. There has been a consistent expansion since then, mainly through the International Workshop on Software Cybernetics (IWSC) (Cangussu et al., 2007 ). An overview of software cybernetics is available in other surveys (Cai, 2002a; Cai et al., 2003; Belli et al., 2006; Cangussu et al., 2007) . Despite the excellent work in the surveys listed above, from cybernetics viewpoint, the work is mainly on the first-order level. There remains no comprehensive survey on all issues of software cybernetics. It is, therefore, timely to review the software cybernetics literature to shed new light on the new trends in software cybernetics based on the principles of the Phase II of software cybernetics. Hence, the aim of this review paper is to explore from a software engineering standpoint, the progression from first-order software cybernetics to higher-order software cybernetics. This review attempts to group recent research on software cybernetics and suggests an upward linear trend (growth) in more recent research concerned with the Phase II software cybernetics as well as a gradual decline in research related to the Phase I of software cybernetics from a software engineering perspective (see Fig.1 ). change goals without preprogramming. This means that the observer is considered as a proactive component that not only observes but also decides and acts. Fourth-order cybernetics takes this one step further. Fourthorder cybernetics deals with, simultaneously, the system and its context. Fourth-order cybernetics may be one of the embodied, fully evolvable of the creative systems. This kind of cybernetics seems to be closely related to artificial life domain (Novikov, 2016) .
It should be noted that any new type of cybernetics embeds the elements of the previous ones. Within new cybernetics, many of these contexts have merged to create more complicated systems. The scope of cybernetics is rapidly evolving to encompass hybrid cyber-physical systems with hierarchical distributed processes, data-driven decision-making, and observer-in-the-loop at various scales.
Principles of New Cybernetics
Many of basic ideas have been expressed as a set of fundamental principles (laws) in the cybernetics domain, such as the principle of requisite variety, the principle of feedback, the principle of controllability, and the principle of homeostasis (Self-regulation). The principles of cybernetics have been applied in many fields. Cybernetics cuts across many traditional disciplinary boundaries. Applications of cybernetics are prevalent in computer science, particularly in the field of artificial intelligence, neural networks, and control engineering. However, some new features have been formulated in these cybernetics principles. New cybernetics emphasises autonomy, self-organisation, cognition, and the role of the observer in modelling a system.
The principle of requisite variety
This principle formulated by Ashby (1956) states that it is impossible to create the simple control system for the effective control of a complex system. Essentially, the control system ("regulator") must be as sophisticated as the complex system to be controlled. The complexity of cybernetic systems is usually imparted in a hierarchy. For the new cybernetics, this principle means the model needs to be built adequately and accordingly in terms of a complicated system.
Principle of feedback
Feedback is one of the basic notions and a useful fundamental principle of cybernetics, which can be applied to a great variety of systems and environments. Control theory has its roots in the use of feedback as a means to regulate physical processes and mediate the effect of modelling uncertainty and noise. A new type of feedback is the connection of the observed system to itself by means of the observer. Furthermore, the observed system, observer, and environments influence each other and thus create feedback to form a more complicated system, which emphasises the importance of many more relations among the parts, their interactions, and their relationships to the whole. Feedback may also be in the form of positive feedback.
The principle of homeostasis
Homeostasis has long been considered to be the ultimate goal of control. Homeostasis is the ability of the system to preserve the conservation of stability at the changing external conditions, which is the essence of first-order cybernetics. The cybernetics is often characterised as a science of optimal control of the complicated systems. The optimality is always connected with the chosen goal (criterion). Many real systems are extremely sensitive to weak external interaction. This weakness leads to the importance of even the smallest interaction of the observer with the observed system.
The principle of controllability
Controllability is a fundamental principle of modern control systems. It refers to the ability to move a system within its complete configuration space using only certain acceptable alterations. Controllability is the ability of a system to have control over its responses. For the new cybernetics, especially, the introduction of artificial intelligence makes the cybernetics systems become the complicated third or fourth order cybernetic system. The problems of large-scale systems are not possible to realise only on the base of feedback because of sheer difficulty in creating an ideal model of the controlled system. Many systems cannot be described in details by using purely logical, scientific methods, such as mathematical modelling. All systems can be classified as either deterministic or probabilistic. A deterministic system is a system that can be studied without any uncertainty, namely the system state can be predicted. If the prediction can only be made with some probability, such a system is called probabilistic one.
Transition from Phase I to Phase II of Software Cybernetics
Software cybernetics, in reference to the description of "cybernetics" by Wiener if software is regarded as part of the machine, can be defined simply as communication and control in software. However, most researchers in the area believe software cybernetics is more diverse in scope. Software cybernetics was described as the interplay between software or software behaviour and control (Cai et al., 2003) . In its simplest form, the field of Software Cybernetics treated software problems and control problems in an integrated way (Cai et al., 2002b) .
According to Cai et al. (2003) , Software cybernetics addressed key issues and research questions in (i) formalising and quantifying feedback mechanisms in software processes and software, (ii) adopting principles or concepts in control theory to software processes and software, (iii) applying principles or concepts in software theory or engineering to control systems and processes, and (iv) integrating theories in software engineering and control engineering. Their survey also provided key perspectives as motivation and justification for research in software cybernetics.
In addition to this view, Cangussu et al. (2007) defined software cybernetics as "an emerging discipline that explores the theoretically justified interplay between software and control". Their perception for the scope of software cybernetics was a direct consequence of a perceived scarcity in the solid theoretical background for software engineering. Their survey went further to identify and describe four research sub-areas of software cybernetics as fundamental principles, cybernetic software engineering, cybernetic autonomic computing and software-enabled control.
With the advent of Social networks and widespread use of distributed computing and cloud computing in our daily life, the ubiquitous role of software systems suggests that for software cybernetics to add significant value to modern software systems, it will have to expand its scope to integrate inputs from a number of disciplines (Kenett, 2011) . Zhu (2012) in his talk at the 9th IWSC annual workshop dedicated to software cybernetics in the era of cloud computing and what this meant for today"s software cybernetics. He also suggested that software cybernetics may provide insights into software engineering problems of emergent behaviour in service oriented architecture, self-adaptive architectures, the role of software metrics in control and software evolution in the cloud.
We classify software cybernetics as Software Cybernetics I based on first-order cybernetics that is typified by feedback loop control e.g. modelling software systems using finite state machines. Software Cybernetics II is based on the higher order cybernetics, which is characterised by developers, software under development and running environments influencing each other to form more complex systems. Software Cybernetics II is typically based on new software deployment and development models, e.g. Agent-based Software Engineering, Cloud Computing, and Creative Computing.
Theoretical Foundation in Software Cybernetics
There are a number of techniques related to software cybernetics. Without covering all of them, the following discussion will provide a clear scope and taxonomy of the enabling techniques. There are currently two broad facets to research methods in the area software cybernetics: model-based with a mathematical framework and logic-centric approaches whose underlying principles are from the field of artificial intelligence.
Theoretical Model in Software Cybernetics Research
Various mathematical methods are used to design effective system models, which constitute the main methodological technique in software cybernetic research. Dynamic system models, formal models such as the extended finite state automata and controlled Markov chain exemplify model-based approaches. Supervisory-control theory is based on the finite state automata to represent discrete-event dynamic systems. Previous research work has developed linear dynamic system models to describe software service behaviours and the software test process. Cai (2002a) viewed software testing as a control problem and devised a Control Markov Chains (CMC) approach to determine an optimal test strategy. The CMC approach provides theoretic justification that for some circumstances a Markov model matches the software test profile. Hu et al. (2008) proposed a new adaptive software testing approach based on the improved CMC that aimed to replace several presumptions adopted by previous models with more realistic situations in software testing.
The finite state machine (FSM) is a good example of a formal model in software cybernetics. Gaudin and Bagnato (2011) described a set of safe behaviours as finite state machines (FSMs). In doing so, they relied on the Supervisory Control Theory to represent over-approximations of the behaviours of the system to be controlled. The extended finite state machine (EFSM) is widely used to model communication software behaviours (Joao et al., 2007) . Yang and Gohari (2005) presented a framework to implement supervisory control map using extended finite state machine (EFSM) as an embedded part of the controlled system. Their work also showed that the constructed EFSM was able to exhibit the same behaviour as the supervised system. Wang and Cai (2006) developed algorithms that transformed EFSM for specification and description language (SDL) to the control model of discrete event systems (DES). Their research efforts indicated that EFSM could be expressed as a closed loop control system. The GK-tail algorithm was a technique that used interaction traces to automatically generate EFSM models of the behaviour of software systems (Lorenzoli et al., 2008) .
In more recent work, Zhao et al. (2014) aimed at improving the GK-tail algorithm by proposing an improved method for modelling software behaviour based on EFSM. To verify the efficacy of their improved method, they designed and implemented a software behaviour modelling system. Wang and Cai (2012) investigated the supervisory control problem of the restricted EFSM model and proposed a necessary and sufficient condition and an optimal algorithm to the supervisor. The result was claimed promising to relate the software design problem to supervisory control theory and enriched the research content of software cybernetics. Girard and Pappas (2007) developed a framework of system approximation for metric transition systems by developing a hierarchy of metrics for reachable set inclusion, language inclusion and simulation and bisimulation relations. They proposed a compositional approximation framework for a synchronous composition operator and obtained approximations for the pseudo-metrics by considering Lyapunov-like functions called simulation and bi-simulation functions. Julius and Pappas (2009) developed a notion of approximation for a class of stochastic hybrid systems. The approximation framework was based on the socalled stochastic simulation functions. These Lyapunov-like functions could be used to rigorously quantify the distance or difference between a system and its approximate abstraction.
Application of Artificial Intelligence in Software Cybernetics Research
Growth in the field of Artificial Intelligence has bolstered active research in the area of software cybernetics. Particularly, software engineering has become an important application area for machine learning techniques. Fuzzy logic, a knowledge-based formal model for machine learning, is a typical instance of the logic-centric or rule-based approach used in software cybernetics research. Yang et al. (2011) applied fuzzy based logic to control complex software systems with the aim of addressing challenges or uncertainty in complex software systems. The aim of their fuzzy-based approach was to develop a self-adaptive executable software framework to improve the performance of process control mission-critical systems. Ding et al. (2016) designed an adaptive control system based on fuzzy logic and update the controller itself with a set of fuzzy rules. The principles of software cybernetics were applied in service-based systems (SBS) to synthesise controllers for online adaptation and monitoring (Yau et al., 2007) . This approach also included a logic-based technique (situation-aware) for planning resources offline taking as input timing and resource constraints. Park and Yeom (2013) used the concept of feedback in software cybernetics to propose an approach for validating Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) rules. Their method comprised preparation, structural analysis, contextual analysis and the SWRL rule adaptation. Their approach constituted a feedback loop in which the SWRL rule to be validated acted as the controlled object while the validation of SWRL rules represented the controller. The introduction of artificial intelligence has brought software cybernetics research to a new level, third-order cybernetics.
Scope of the Survey
Based on the definition of "Interplay between Software and Control", software cybernetic should include two perspectives: applying the theoretical principles of cybernetics to the domain of software engineering or applying software engineering methodologies to cybernetic/control system. The first perspective of software cybernetics research is meant to foster improvement in quality assurance of software as well as the software process. Cai et al. (2002b) viewed this as a new form of software engineering. Software-enabled control (SEC) (Bay and Heck, 2003; Heck et al., 2001) can be treated as the second perspective of software cybernetics research. The technical goal of SEC was to develop a sort of new software enabled control methods based on the principles and methods of software engineering (Cangussu et al., 2007) . The work in SEC area exemplifies some of the software engineering methodologies in control software development, such as software patterns, reusable control software, and open control platforms. However, since SEC is an established research area, there is no new development in terms of software cybernetics. For this reason, the present survey will not review this topic further.
Cybernetic software engineering treats each phase of the software development process as a control problem. There are two natural lines of research. One would be to model each phase of the software development process as a feedback control problem. Another research view in this perspective treats problems in software engineering as search or optimisation problems. This field of research, in which computational search is applied to solve problems in software engineering is referred to as Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE). There have been several important surveys in this widely studied general area (Harman & Jones, 2001; Harman, 2006; Harman, 2012a; Harman et al., 2012b; Harman et al., 2013; Sayyad & Ammar, 2013) . While there is a body of work proposing SBSE to support software cybernetic, these are out-of-scope for the present survey. Instead, we would concentrate only on ideas of optimisation based control-theoretic techniques.
Software engineering areas to which software cybernetics has been applied will be reviewed. There have been two important surveys (Cai et al., 2003; Cangussu et al., 2007) in this widely studied general area. Hence, this survey focuses on the new publications after the review carried out by Cangussu et al. (2007) .
SOFTWARE CYBERNETICS : SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE

PROCESS VIEWPOINT
Software Requirements/Specifications
Software requirement engineering process is an interactive process between the software developers and the end users. This research area is to seek practical synergies between the two disciplines of requirements and cybernetics, to explore the possibilities of formulating problems in requirements with concepts and frameworks from cybernetics, and to understand to what extent that known research results from cybernetics can be applied to address requirements problems to guide the corresponding process improvement (Liu, J. et al., 2016) . Xu et al. (2006) applied classical control theory to the requirement process improvement. They proposed a requirement process control (RPC) system, which was a framework for improving the requirement process.
The practical application of their RPC system was limited to mature organisations because their approach overlooked the need for collection of historical data on the requirement elicitation process. Liu et al. (2007) focused on how to improve the satisfaction of user"s requirements using goal-oriented requirement models. Their article suggested the need to have a goal state that was quantifiable, streamline a set of non-trivial quantifiable parameters to create a feedback loop, and define action sets to enable control.
The system may fail in achieving any of its initial requirements. Souza (2012) considered feedback loops as first class citizens and provided a way of specifying goals as constraints on their success/failure. This research was based on the system being able to monitor its own requirements at runtime. The contributions were new types of requirements for a feedback control loop that implemented adaptability for a target system, and a systematic process and framework for conducting system identification and reconfiguration. Tools were designed to facilitate the design and implementation of adaptive systems using this approach.
The latest research effort in requirement elicitation focused on user behavioural data (Liu, J. et al., 2016) . A data-driven requirements elicitation process was formulated as a feedback control system, where the classical requirements elicitation philosophy turned into a continuous optimisation to user behavioural models. Preliminary results from experiments showed that information on latent customer needs and application of current technology were necessary to guide improvements in the requirement process. As a result of the product-specific interpretation of user data, the practical applicability of their approach in different project settings was limited.
The application of software cybernetics to software requirements/specification builds the link between feedback loops and user requirement improvement that can be regarded as an optimisation problem.
Software Design
Software design is increasingly concerned with how to develop better software with good and optimum solutions. There are widely accepted principles, methods, metrics and practises for architecture and program design. Software design today has become a challenging task due to the dynamic nature of the operational environments and conditions, such as changing user requirements, execution context variations, etc.
Autonomic software systems or what are also referred to as self-adaptive systems were suggested as a promising solution for managing the complex and uncertain nature of today's software-intensive systems (Brun et al., 2009; Ahuja & Dangey, 2014) . The development of such systems showed to be significantly more challenging than traditional software systems. A promising starting point to meet these challenges was to apply cybernetic or control techniques when designing and reasoning about these systems. Feedback loops constituted an architectural solution for this, and were a first class citizen in the design of such systems (Huebscher & McCann, 2008) .
The software engineering community has proposed numerous approaches for making software self-adaptive. These approaches take inspiration from machine learning and control theory, constructing software that monitors and modifies its own behaviour to meet goals. Control theory, in particular, has received considerable attention as it represents a general methodology for creating adaptive systems (Filieri et al., 2015) . However, control-theoretical software implementations tend to be ad hoc and it is difficult to understand and reason about the desired properties and behaviour of the resulting adaptive software and its controller. Filieri et al. (2015) proposed a control design process for software systems that enabled automatic analysis and synthesis of a controller that was guaranteed to have the desired properties and behaviours. Selfadaptation ability is particularly desirable for mission critical software (MCS). Yang et al. (2011) proposed a fuzzy control-based approach to providing a systematic, engineering, and intuitive way for programmers to achieve software self-adaptation. The results of the experiments showed that the behaviours could be adjusted online to react to the interventions or changes from external runtime environments. Rammig et al. (2014) discussed general concepts of self-adaptive real-time systems, and how the necessity for adaptation could be identified using online model checking, and how self-adapting safety guards could be designed by means of artificial immune systems. An approach to integrating these techniques into an underlying platform architecture based on mixed-criticality virtualisation was proposed.
Patikirikorala et al. (2012) conducted a systematic survey on the design of self-adaptive software systems using control engineering approaches. A classification model was built to capture and represent the information about literature at a high-level of abstraction. The analysis results showed that the introduction of the feedback loop and controller into the management system potentially enabled the software systems to achieve the runtime performance objectives and maintain the integrity of the system when they were operating in unpredictable and dynamic environments. Liu et al. (2012) proposed a problem-oriented approach to modelling the system composed of the self-adaptive software and its context as an adaptive control system which was equipped with two kinds of feedback loops: context-aware feedback loops and requirements-aware feedback loops. Five classes of software problems were identified to address the different concerns of the adaptive requirements behind the feedback loops. Souza (2012) advocated that adaptive systems would be designed this way from as early as the requirements engineering stage and that reasoning over requirements was fundamental for run-time adaptation. The proposal was goal-oriented and targets software intensive socio-technical systems in an attempt to integrate control-loop approaches with decentralised agents inspired approaches. Dobson et al. (2007) presented a model derived from approaches to modelling dynamical systems in which the adaptive behaviour of an autonomic system might be described and analysed as a whole. Insaurralde and Vassev (2014) presented autonomic control architecture for avionics software of unmanned space vehicles. proposed a general supporting framework for self-adaptive software systems. Three key issues were covered in the framework: 1) the overall control architecture, which adopted the double closedloop style and respectively included the self-adaptation loop and the self-learning loop; 2) a general descriptive language, which was an application-independent and unified language to represent self-adaptation knowledge about target systems; 3) three implementation mechanisms, including forward reasoning, planning and reinforcement learning using feedback, which were supported by the above descriptive language and executed at runtime in different modules. Finally, one scenario of on-demand services of massive data mining tasks was selected and the case study demonstrated how the framework was customised as required and how the approach worked. Abeywickrama et al. (2013) proposed an approach to developing self-adaptive systems based on feedback loops. SimSOTA was developed as an Eclipse plug-in to support the modelling, simulating and validating of self-adaptive systems based on the proposed feedback loop-based approach. A case study in cooperative electric vehicles was used to evaluate the proposed approach.
Autonomic software systems or self-adaptive systems were complex systems would have to be self-managed: self-configuring themselves for operation, self-protecting from attacks, self-healing from errors and selftuning for optimal performance (Huebscher & McCann, 2008) . Autonomic computing (Lin et al., 2005) was an intelligent computing approach to self-managing computing systems with minimum human interference in a way to provide a stable computing environment. Such an environment could be defined in terms of selfsustaining features of an autonomic computing: they were able to change structure or behaviour at run-time to deal with continuously changing environments and emerging requirements that might be unknown at designtime. Autonomic computing embedded automation in management software such that it could adapt to changes in the configuration, provisioning, protection, and resource utilisation variations at runtime. Also, autonomic computing, as a control system, aimed to resolve constraints related to the optimal usage of resources based on external requests made by users or processes in a reactive way (Solomon et al., 2007) . Alvares et al. (2015) proposed the design of Autonomic Managers (AMs) based on logical discrete control approaches. AMs were largely used to autonomously control reconfigurations within software components.
This management was performed based on past monitoring events, configurations as well as behavioural programs defining the adaptation logics and invariant properties. The challenge here was to provide assurances on navigation through the configuration space, which required taking decisions that involved predictions on possible futures of the system. A Domain Specific Language was defined to provide high-level constructs to describe behavioural programs in the context of software components, which could also be translated to Finite State Automata for verification or Discrete Controller Synthesis. The authors believed that the approach could be applied to other domains such as robotics and cloud computing.
Resource management in a large, heterogeneous, and distributed environment becomes a challenging task. Existing resource management techniques, frameworks, and mechanisms can be insufficient to handle these environments, applications, and resource behaviours. Autonomic cloud computing systems check, monitor, control the working of cloud-based systems and applications according to the running situation, such as selfhealing, self-protecting, self-configuring, and self-optimising, without the involvement of humans. The current research on autonomic cloud computing is more focused on self-optimising and self-healing aspects.
Research on self-configuring and self-protecting policies can provide protection and incorporate dynamic scalability in autonomic cloud computing (Buyya et al., 2012; Mayer et al., 2013) .
Self-Healing (Kumar & Mukherjee, 2014 ) is an emerging research discipline, regarded as one of the key autonomic computing attributes. The complexities in computer systems are increasing hence the results in systems that are prone to errors will cause major problems for a user. Ravindran (2014) proposed a selfhealing mechanism that monitored, diagnosed and repaired the corrupted files in the application to its original state. An analysis section of the application was done by maintaining the hash values of corresponding files at runtime and recovering the corrupted file from the original application.
Autonomic systems based on QoS (Quality of Service) parameters are inspired by biological systems that can easily handle problems like uncertainty, heterogeneity, dynamism, faults, and so forth. The goal of autonomic systems is to execute an application within a deadline by fulfilling QoS requirements as described by users with minimum complexity. Singh and Chana (2015) depicted QoS-aware autonomic resource management in the Cloud, which would help researchers to find the important characteristics of autonomic resource management and would also help to select the most suitable technique for autonomic resource management in a specific application.
Quality requirements of a software system cannot be optimally met, especially when it is running in an uncertain and changing environment. In principle, a controller at runtime can monitor the change impact on quality requirements of the system, update the expectations and priorities from the environment, and take reasonable actions to improve the overall satisfaction. In practice, however, existing controllers are mostly designed for tuning low-level performance indicators rather than high-level requirements. Peng et al. (2010) combined goal models with feedback loop controllers to make dynamic trade-offs among conflicting soft goals (i.e., the goals with no binary satisfaction criteria). Reflecting the business value of customers, the controller adjusted the preference ranks of soft goals on the basis of runtime feedback. The experimental study on a Web-based system validated that combining PID control theory with preference-based goal reasoning was effective in runtime self-tuning for a real-life software system. Ding et al. (2016) presented a software cybernetics approach to self-tuning the performance of DBMSs. An adaptive control based on fuzzy logic was designed to control the performance parameters, and update the controller itself with a set of fuzzy rules. Experimental results showed that the proposed method was feasible and effective.
Software cybernetics for software design focuses on the adaptive/autonomic feature of modern software. It is natural to apply control-theoretic or cybernetic principles and methods when designing and reasoning about these systems to develop better software in the dynamic operational environments and conditions.
Implementation/Programming
Software cybernetics aims at improving the reliability of software by introducing the control theory into software implementation systematically. By treating the operating environment of the software under development as a controlled object, and the software being developed to be a controller, the synthesis of reactive software becomes a supervisory control problem. Most software systems can be treated as control systems, and control theories can help guarantee the correctness of software design solutions. This can be aided by supervisory control techniques (Phoha et al., 2005) , which commonly augment existing systems to impose constraints. For example, software fault-tolerance can be treated as a robust supervisory control problem (Cai & Wang, 2004; Wang & Cai, 2012) . A modest amount of research has applied the control theories of discrete event systems for program synthesis (Cangussu et al., 2007) . Supervisory controller synthesis becomes viable as engineers nowadays are familiar with building models for simulation and validation purposes. The synthesised models provide an opportunity for verification, performance, and reliability analysis, increasing the confidence in the control design and validating it before expensive prototypes are built. Ding et al. (2016) applied the principles and concepts in software cybernetics to guide the synthesis of software controllers for monitoring and adapting system behaviours. Yau et al. (2007) presented a software cybernetics approach to deploying and scheduling workflows with timing and resource constraints in Service-based Systems (SBS). A logic-based technique for modelling and solving timing and resource constraints for workflows in SBS was developed to generate the initial resource assignments, schedules and deployment plans of agents for workflows.
Chen et al. (2009) applied negative feedback from control theory to the software system verification. Software testing, model checking and their two combinations with the negative feedback mechanism were explored.
The principles and concepts in software cybernetics are applied to guide the synthesis of software controllers for monitoring and adapting system behaviours. Baeten and Markovski (2015) proposed a model-driven system engineering approach, referred to as supervisory controller synthesis, which targeted discrete-event control software for high-tech and complex systems. The proposed framework supported extensions with quantitative features for development of quality control software with a process-theoretic foundation. Several industrial case studies highlighted the advantages of the proposed approach. Liao et al. (2013) used a special class of Petri nets, called Gadara nets, to systematically model multithreaded programs with lock allocation and release operations. They proposed an efficient optimal control synthesis methodology for ordinary Gadara nets that exploited the structural properties of Gadara nets via siphon analysis.
Software cybernetics was applied in the process of verification to establish a nested control system by Liu, H. et al. (2016) . The proposed method verified functional requirements in a dynamic environment with constantly changing user requirements, in which the program served as a controlled object, and the verification strategy determined by software behavioural model served as a controller. The main contribution included: 1) software behavioural model was established in software design phase, and a concern-based construction approach was proposed, which started from obtaining the software expected functionality extracted from a requirement text; 2) Program abstract-relationship model was constructed; and 3) Feedback in a form of intermediate code was generated in the process of verification. Adams et al. (2013) introduced the concept of using cybernetics as a foundational approach for developing cyber security principles. They explored potential applications of an interdisciplinary approach to control theory, systems theory, information theory and game theory to cyber security from a defensive perspective, and introduced the fundamental principles for building non-stationary systems. Vinnakota (2013) presented a generic cybernetics paradigms framework for cyberspace to study the cyberspace holistically from different perspectives like economics, engineering, software and society. This framework was used to study various aspects of cyber-security in any context of a nation, an enterprise or an organisation. Co et al. (2009) proposed an approach to improving the resilience of software systems that might be subject to attacks from malicious adversaries. The approach was to impose a lightweight and process-level software control system that continuously monitored an application for signs of attack or compromise and responded accordingly. The system used software dynamic translation (SDT) to seamlessly insert arbitrary sensors into an executing application"s binary code. Using the information gathered by the sensors, the control system continuously monitored the health of the system and whether the system was under certain attacks. If the control system determined the system was compromised, the appropriate actuators (also inserted by the software dynamic translator) were activated to generate an appropriate response.
There are many ways to improve the quality of code. When people discuss quality control in terms of software cybernetics, it means to apply control theory to improve the quality of system implementation.
Software Testing
In the process of software testing, test cases are selected in accordance with a given testing strategy and applied to the software under test. If we treat the corresponding testing strategy as a control policy or controller, we can treat the software under test as an uncertain controlled object. Further, if a testing goal is given explicitly, the test data selection becomes as an optimal control problem. By treating the software test process as a controlled object and the process manager as a controller, the management of software testing becomes a feedback control problem.
Traditionally, the control theoretical approach can quantitatively forecast the test process trends and assist the manager in allocating testing resources with Controlled Markov Chains (CMC) approach. The CMC approach designs an optimal testing strategy to achieve an explicit optimisation goal. Several theorists have proposed the idea of the Markov chain statistical test (MCST), a method of conjoining Markov chains to form a 'Markov blanket', arranging these chains in several recursive layers and producing more efficient test sets samples as a replacement for exhaustive testing. Feedback control was applied to adjust software test process parameters, e.g. through measurements of software reliability, to satisfy desired objectives by (Cangussu et al., 2001; Cangussu et al., 2002) . Miller et al. (2006) comprised model predictive control and the use of parameter correction to improve the performance of the software test process.
Software testing techniques have to be developed in parallel with the new paradigms, complexity, and scale of software systems. A range of advanced approaches has been proposed to reflect this trend in the context of software cybernetics.
Adaptive testing is a new form of software testing that is based on the feedback and adaptive control principle and can be treated as the software testing counterpart of adaptive control. It means that a software testing strategy should be adjusted on-line by using the testing data collected during software testing Cai et al., 2008; Ye et al., 2009 proposed a new strategy of adaptive software testing to employ fixed-memory feedback for on-line parameter estimations. An experimental study of adaptive testing for software reliability assessment, where the adaptive testing strategy, the random testing strategy and the operational profile based testing strategy, were applied to the Space program in four experiments . The experimental results demonstrated that the adaptive testing strategy could really work in practice and might noticeably outperform the other two. Therefore, the adaptive testing strategy could serve as a preferable alternative to the random testing strategy and the operational profile based testing strategy if high confidence in the reliability estimates was required or the real-world operational profile of the software under test could not be accurately identified. In addition, this strategy might contribute to testing large-scale software systems more than to testing small scale software systems. Ye et al. (2009) investigated the computational complexity of the parameter estimation process in two adaptive testing strategies which adopted different parameter estimation methods, namely the genetic algorithm (GA) method, and the recursive least square estimation (RLSE) method. A controlled experiment on the Space program was conducted to measure the relationship between computational complexity and the failure detection efficiency for the two strategies. Abuseta and Swesi (2015) attempted to address self-adaptive software testing issues and propose a testing framework around the feedback control loop proposed by IBM blueprint.
Web Services (WS) and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) present a set of unique testing challenges. As services are distributed, it is necessary to test them using a distributed architecture. Furthermore, as these services may keep on changing, testing needs to be adaptive. Bai et al. (2007) proposed an adaptive testing framework which could continuously learn and improve the built-in test strategies. The framework allowed different test cases to be selected based on the recent test results. Cai et al. (2008) examined the dynamic behaviour of software testing. A set of simplifying assumptions was adopted to formulate and quantify the software testing processes. It was demonstrated that under the simplifying assumptions, the software testing processes could be treated as a linear dynamic system and the software testing processes could be classified as linear or non-linear, and there was an intrinsic link between software testing and system dynamics.
In an attempt to address the bottlenecks of the dynamic random testing, Zhang et al. (2014) proposed history based dynamic random software testing to improve the traditional random testing and random-partition testing strategies by following the idea of software cybernetics. The approach took advantage of historical test data to approximate each sub domain"s defect detection rate in real time. The testing profile was dynamically updated during software testing according to testing data collected online so as to improve the subsequent software testing process.
As the overall literature reveals, many software cybernetics research projects are concerned with software testing. There are many ways to treat a software testing problem as a control problem.
Rejuvenation and Software Evolution
There are various software rejuvenation approaches existing in literature that can be broadly categorised into two categories namely model based approaches and measurement based approaches (Cotroneo et al., 2011; Sudhakar et al., 2014) . Most work focused on predicting the time-to-aging-failure and on the optimal scheduling of software rejuvenation strategies (Cotroneo et al., 2011) . Agepati et al. (2013) adopted the concept of feedback loop control to present a generalised condition-based software rejuvenation model that is applicable to a wide range of applications. The rejuvenation model includes a stochastic deterioration process, a set of rejuvenation actions and their effects, and a schedule inspection policy that identifies the system deterioration. The optimal rejuvenation policy that minimises the overall cost associated with the system is obtained using Markov decision processes. Li et al. (2009) proposed a self-evolving control method for software in Complex Avionics System to guarantee the behaviours" reliability of software systems at runtime. This method adopted software sensors to monitor the behaviours of the runtime system and achieved self-evolving based on feedback control and scheduling. The method was used in an avionics system to increase the self-adaptability, the reliability and the efficiency of system practically. The result proved that this software cybernetics method made software system easier to maintain. Liu et al. (2015) proposed a holistic software rejuvenation based fault tolerance scheme for cloud applications, which contained three indispensable parts: adaptive failure detection, ageing degree evaluation, and checkpoint with trace replay based component rejuvenation. Through a preliminary and qualitative evaluation, it showed that the new fault tolerance scheme brought promising improvement on the availability of cloud applications. Donaires (2010) designated the development and maintenance of complex software systems in situations where the software process and the software architecture needed to change dynamically in order to cope with the impact of unpredicted and frequent environmental changes. A systemic-cybernetic process model, which was a composition of Stafford Beer"s viable system model (VSM) and Barry Boehm"s spiral model, was proposed to provide adaptability to the software architecture and self-organising capability to the software process. Machida et al. (2010) presented analytic models using stochastic reward nets for three time-based rejuvenation techniques of Virtual Machine Monitor. Three techniques in terms of steady-state availability and the number of transactions lost were compared. The optimal combination of rejuvenation trigger intervals for each rejuvenation technique was found by a gradient search method. Okamura and Dohi (2011) developed a dynamic rejuvenation policy for a multistage degradation software system and formulated the underlying optimisation problem by a semi-Markov decision process. They also developed an online adaptive algorithm based on the Q-learning and investigated its asymptotic properties.
In order to improve the efficiency and quality of software evolution, Gao et al. (2011) built the model and proposed two different types of feedbacks in software evolution requirement process. The process model of software evolution requirement based on feedback was formalised by coloured dual-transitions Petri net to manage the changing process of software evolution requirement, and thus software could be evolved efficiently with high quality.
Gaudin and Bagnato (2011) presented an approach for system maintenance after the system was deployed. The proposed approach based on control theory allowed for automatic generation of maintenance fixes. The system was instrumented so that it could later be monitored and interacted with a supervisor at runtime to avoid future executions of faulty or vulnerable system functionalities.
Li et al. (2016) proposed a closed-loop feedback mechanism for business process execution. In their feedback control system, process mining played an important role in generating feedback of process execution for the purpose of the redesign. A discovery method based on a kind of augmented event log would bring new research directions for process discovery. Their work presented a case study for application of the data mined model in business process evolution.
Software rejuvenation or software evolution can be treated as a control problem by monitoring the age of the software and manage the change of software.
Software Project Management
Software project risk management can help in reducing the incidence of failure and a variety of problems including cost and schedule overruns, unmet user requirements, and the production of systems that are not used or do not deliver business value. Cao and Chen (2009) proposed an approach for optimising software project process based on project returns, which were used as a criterion to assess the quality of a software project process. A model of optimising software risk control and an optimisation algorithm were proposed in this paper. It provided managers with an effective tool to make the risk control decisions and implement the process optimisation at the project planning stage to greatly promote the possibility of success of software projects. Kandjani et al. (2012) followed an enterprise architecture cybernetics method to reduce the complexity of global software development by using extended axiomatic design theory, thereby increasing the probability of success. Ponisio and van Eck (2012) proposed a framework that provided a set of measurements (selected from the research literature) for control of software development in cooperative settings, and a set of principles and guidelines for the design of an information infrastructure that provided managers with control information. The metrics that support feedback between operational and strategic levels helped organisations to succeed in dealing with this new context of inter-organisational development. Shankar (2012) addressed a framework to build competence of building software solutions in IT Industry. Since the system consisted of the problem, people capabilities, and the solution, there were many visible and invisible relationships between the parameters that constituted different parts. Cybernetics concepts and principles were used to understand the various interrelationships between the component parameters.
It is critical to deploy human resources at the right time in software maintenance projects to deliver varying workloads under the committed Service Level Agreements (SLA). Kundu and Mukherjee (2014) developed a theoretical framework based on cybernetic principles that recommended ramp-up/ramp-down of resources, considering the practical constraints, ensuring the fulfilment of the SLA with the customer with minimal resource cost. The software was developed based on the framework to aid project managers responsible for software maintenance projects. Park (2015) developed an activity-state mapping algorithm and a goal-activity cover algorithm based on the OMG Essence standard, which could help automate the health monitoring of project states and the adaptive planning of project activities in a software engineering project.
The real world software project management problem is determined by the various interrelationships between the components within a project. Goal-activity implies the control of a system to meet the target.
APPLICATIONS OF SOFTWARE CYBERNETICS II
Software development has witnessed the transformation from stand-alone, monolithic systems to today's complex, distributed, interconnected, interoperable, adaptive and autonomous systems. These technology trends lead to challenges that need to be addressed with software engineering principles, methods, and practices. These challenges change the role of software and people in the systems, in which technology, software, and people play an equally important part in the systems (Bellavista et al., 2014) . The likely nature of modern software systems forms a context of software cybernetics research. Current research and research trend on Cloud Computing, Cyber-Physical Systems, Big Data and Creative Computing will be reviewed and discussed in the context of software cybernetics.
Software Cybernetics in Cloud Computing
Clouds will become the dominant computing environment of the current and the next decade by delivering all kinds of services, focusing on large-scale resource sharing, innovative applications, and high-performance orientation. Cloud computing is defined by NIST (http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloud-computing/) as "a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction". Software engineering issues need to be addressed to make the most effective use of the clouds. Zhu (2012) discussed many issues of cloud computing and software cybernetics, such as service architecture, agent-based computing, metrics and software evolution.
As Clouds are complex, large-scale, and heterogeneous distributed systems, management of their resources is a challenging task. They need automated and integrated intelligent strategies for provisioning of resources to offer services that are secure, reliable, and cost-efficient. Hence, effective management of services becomes fundamental in software platforms that constitute the fabric of computing Clouds. Autonomic computing provides a path towards controlling cloud computing services (Ionescu, 2011) . Buyya et al. (2012) identified open issues in autonomic resource provisioning and presented innovative management techniques for supporting SaaS applications hosted on Clouds. A conceptual architecture and early results evidencing the benefits of autonomic management of Clouds were presented. Mayer et al. (2013) discussed one of the case studies of the ASCENS project, which was a vision of an autonomic cloud: A cloud which was based on voluntary computing and using peer-to-peer technology to provide a platform-as-a-service. It used selfawareness and self-adaptation as the main ingredients for managing the execution of arbitrary applications. However, many aspects of this technology required further research, such as self-adaptation performance in the cloud, large-scale tests, alternative implementation models, etc.
Elasticity is an important feature of cloud computing and can be understood as how a computational cloud fits variations in their workload by provisioning and de-provisioning resources. Autonomic Computing brings many concepts quite useful in the construction of elastic cloud computing solutions, such as control loops and thresholds-based rules. Coutinho et al. (2015) proposed an elastic architecture for cloud computing based on concepts of Autonomic Computing. Konstanteli et al. (2014) proposed a mechanism using probabilistic optimisation model, for admission control of a set of horizontally scalable services. Their model reduced the resources required to assure a given quality of service by employing statistical knowledge of the elastic workload requirements of services.
Service Oriented Computing
Along with the popularity of the Internet, a great amount of attention has centred on service-oriented computing (SOC). SOC is the computing paradigm that utilises services as fundamental resources for developing applications. Because services provide a uniform and standard information paradigm for a wide range of computing devices, they will be vital in the next phase of distributed computing development. The developers can compose existing web service components to create new applications for complex service requirements.
Applications in Service-based Systems can often be viewed as the composition of various computing services following specific workflows. Techniques based on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) to enable utility computing have emerged and become a cost-effective way for organisations to outsource their computing tasks to infrastructure providers and receive computing services on-demand. Yau et al. (2007) proposed a software cybernetics approach, by modelling and solving timing and resource constraints for deploying and scheduling workflows.
Liu et al. (2009) proposed a control-based approach to the security adaptation problem in adaptive servicebased systems. A performance index that incorporated security requirements and delayed deadlines was proposed to transform the problem into an optimisation problem. An example application using the proposed security technique was implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. The experimental data showed that the system provided a desirable balance between security and delay requirements.
Cloud applications are typically composed of multiple cloud service components communicating with each other through web service interfaces, where each component fulfils specified functionalities. Lack of effective fault tolerance scheme is one of the major obstacles for enhancing availability and efficiency of complex and ageing cloud application systems. Liu et al. (2015) proposed an adaptive failure detection and ageing degree evaluation approach to predict which cloud service components deserved foremost to be rejuvenated and a component rejuvenation approach based on checkpoints with trace replay was proposed to guarantee the continuous running of cloud application systems.
Agent-Based Systems
There is comparatively little work found in the area of Agent-based systems for software cybernetics, despite the nature of multi-agent systems seems very closely aligned to Software Cybernetics II. Some work has been discussed in search based software engineering area (Harman et al., 2012b; Harman et al., 2013) . From the cybernetic viewpoint, an agent-based system consists of a population of individuals that interact and share information, seeking to solve a common goal, in which the potential for cybernetics in the area of software agents is enormous.
Sim (2012) introduced an agent-based paradigm for the design and construction of software tools and testbeds for resource management in cloud computing. The contributions of his work included: an agent-based search engine for cloud service discovery, a developing agent-based negotiation mechanism that could be used for helping service negotiation and commerce in the Clouds and finally, a distributed problem-solving technique for automating cloud service selection and integration. Gutierrez-Garcia and Sim (2013) proposed a selforganising framework for negotiating agents to perform cost-effective cloud service selection and integration. Their research promoted self-organisation for agents in the service composition environment by proposing a semi-recursive contract net protocol, based on FIPA"s contract net protocol, enhanced with service capability tables to keep track of feasible service contractors. A game theoretic approach was adopted by Sim (2015) to facilitate the formation of InterCloud coalitions and his work devised a four stage cloud to cloud interaction protocol and strategies for InterCloud agents. Mathematical proofs showed the InterCloud coalition formation strategies converge to a sub-game perfect equilibrium and every cloud agent in an InterCloud coalition received a payoff equal to its shapely value.
Software Cybernetics for Cyber-Physical System
Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are the next generation of engineered systems in which computing, communication and control technologies are tightly integrated (Kim & Kumar, 2012) . Cyber-Physical Systems are integrations of computation and physical processes. Embedded computers and networks monitor and control the physical processes usually with feedback loops where physical processes affect computations and vice versa (Lee, 2008) . Kim and Kumar (2012) overviewed CPS research in many relevant research domains such as networked control, hybrid systems, real-time computing, real-time networking, wireless sensor networks, security, and model-driven development. Being able to deal with the increasing complexity of software systems as triggered by cyber-physical systems or large scale distributed systems requires fundamentally new models and approaches in software engineering. The economic and societal potential of such systems is vastly greater than what has been realised, and major investments are being made worldwide to develop the technology (Bellavista et al., 2014) .
Network Systems
The constant growth in IT is making communication networking more and more complex to manage. One very promising solution is Software Defined Networking (SDN) that decouples the data and control planes, having one centralised controller for the network. This gives chances to control and manage the network as desired, thus opening many new possibilities (Adami et al., 2015) . Ravindran (2014) applied software cybernetics to manage adaptation behaviour of complex network systems, in which model-based software techniques were employed to assess the quality of adaptation in a network system in the presence of uncontrollable external environment conditions. A cyber-physical system (CPS) based software structure was provided to evaluate the non-functional attributes of the output behaviour, and the network and algorithm parameters were justified automatically. The advantages of the CPS-style structure of an adaptive network system were that it reduced the development cost of distributed control software via software reuse and modular programming. The CPS-style structure also enabled easier system evolutions: i.e., adding or modifying the controller functionality, without weakening the system correctness. Adami et al. (2015) built a system to enable QoS control and routing in Software Defined Networks. When the OpenFlow controller installed a rule for a flow, it also took care of placing it in the right queue. The experimental results showed the system behaving as expected, managing in a more efficient way the network resources and giving guarantees about traffic handling.
Nakano (2011) reviewed various biological materials and mechanisms that could be exploited to create network systems. Common characteristics of such network systems were summarised as: 1) small scale and functionally complex, 2) biocompatibility, 3) energy efficiency, and 4) self-assembly. Biological systems presented fascinating features, such as autonomy, scalability, adaptability, and robustness, and the concepts and mechanisms were successfully applied to network systems design. Key design principles were summarised as: 1) massive numbers of redundant components, 2) local interactions and collective behaviour, 3) stochastic or probabilistic nature, and 4) feedback-based control.
Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) implies a wide set of intertwined and interconnected devices and things to provide value to stakeholders. The Internet of Things has become a reality with the emergence of Smart Cities, populated with large amounts of smart objects that are used to deliver a range of citizen services. The IoT paradigm relies on the pervasive presence of smart objects or "things", which raises a number of new challenges in the software engineering domain: Orchestrating smart objects at a large scale, service discovery, data gathering, data processing, etc. Perera and Vasilakos (2016) suggested how IoT resources could be described using semantics so as to enable resource discovery. To achieve this, a knowledge driven approach was proposed in their research referred to as Context-Aware Sensor COnfiguration Model (CASCOM) to simplify the configuration of IoT middleware platforms.
Software Cybernetics in Big Data Technology
Big data is an emerging technology that has attracted the attention of many researchers and practitioners in industrial systems engineering and cybernetics (Choi et al., 2016) . Large and variegated data from business transactions, social media, and the Internet of Things is estimated to grow at 30 to 60 percent per year. In order to make good decisions by enabling automatic control, big data must be captured, processed, integrated, analysed, and archived, which leads to valuable knowledge for users. An approach to integrating architecture analysis and design language (AADL), Modelicaml, and Hybrid Relation Calculus for the development of big data driven cyber-physical systems was proposed in Zhang (2014) . The proposed method was further used to specify and model the Vehicular Ad-hoc NETwork (VANET). Choi et al., (2016) analysed the challenges and opportunities of big data analytics and examined the reliability, security, and their operational risk management. Chang (2015) presented system design, development, and analysis on Social Cloud to ensure a smooth delivery of big data processing. The cybernetics functions ensured that 100% job completion rate for big data processing on Social Cloud with no costs involved. This offered a unique contribution for cybernetics to meet big data research challenges. However, as much as previous work has discussed the relationship of big data and cybernetics, but little has been proposed about how to model and better analyse the big data with principles and techniques in cybernetics.
Software Cybernetics and Creative Computing
Software Cybernetics emphasises controlling software while Creative Computing emphasises being creative, in the whole software life cycle. It seems that they conflict each other. Nevertheless, controlling and being creative are almost the two most important aspects of software development and evolution. Yang and Zhang (2014) discussed how best to combine these two aspects in improving software by proposing models for controlling software behaviours and the process of software development. Accordingly, their research proposed the application of cybernetic and creative rules to the software development process. An application of formal rules in both domains presented a pragmatic approach to designing a quality user interface for a computing device. Furthermore, their work also described the benefits of applying principles from software cybernetics and creative computing to controlling the behaviour of software. By classifying software behaviour into functional and non-functional properties, ideas from the two fields could be jointly applied to control software behaviour in a number of possible ways. For instance, while cybernetics is applied to guide the implementation of phases in the software process, exploratory creativity can be used to change software functionalities, e.g., communication, data manipulation, and scientific computation.
Analysis to Techniques, Applications and Trends
Our survey classifies 70 quality research articles, this represents a summary of research papers published after the review undertaken by Cangussu et al. (2007) , addressing research problems related to software cybernetics (see Table 1 ). The survey as presented in Table 1 includes research work published since then and its classification scheme mainly covers the year of publication, research activity, applied model or technique, cybernetic order/theme, and case study. As seen earlier in the paper, Fig. 1 shows the trend of growth in more recent publications related to Software Cybernetics II. In this section, a further and deeper analysis of the overall area is provided to show the relationships and trends of software cybernetics. Our broad classification of current status in software cybernetics is Software Cybernetics I and II. The former is based on first-order cybernetics by applying negative feedback mechanism to the construction of software systems. From Fig. 1 , we can see the research trend of transformation from the former to the later. As we know, with higher order cybernetics, lower order cybernetics contexts have merged to create more complicated systems. By introducing new elements of higher order cybernetics, the scope of software cybernetics can be evolved accordingly. This means that, theoretically, all the software systems can be evolved to four-order cybernetics level. The cybernetics order in Table 1 is the level of the designed systems. Table 2 includes some features that we used to judge the orders of software cybernetics. It should be noted that the features in the lower level are a subset of the features at a higher level. In this paper, only new features appear in the table. Positive and negative feedback; Interaction between observer and observed; Supervisory control; 'Self-steering' is affected by observer; Cybernetics of Cybernetics; Agent; Autonomous; self-adaptive; optimisation; creative Third order Active-interactive; context-aware; Co-evolution; Four order Self-awareness of the observer; System is contextualised, embedded and integrated into the context; Meta-system; Self-regeneration; Self-healing; Co-defining context; Redefine itself;
It should be also noted that the observed systems in software cybernetics include the software process and the software itself. It is observed that the subject of software process research can be much mature. Normally, the application of software cybernetics in software process focuses mainly on feedback or optimisation. The term "control", e.g. quality control, implies the potential application of feedback control in software cybernetics. Optimisation has also been well investigated in the area of search based software engineering. From the cybernetics viewpoint, a feedback mechanism is first-order and optimisation can be first-order or secondorder level. Higher order cybernetics applications can only exist in more complicated software systems. The main features of these systems are hybrid cyber-physical, adaptive and autonomic, hierarchical distributed, data-driven, and smarter systems.
CONCLUSIONS
It is becoming clear that we are in an era of software pervasiveness. Modern products and services increasingly embed software or are customised, optimised or managed using software (Bellavista et al., 2014) . Dynamic environments, rapidly changing requirements, unpredictable and uncertain operating conditions require a new mode of application development and deployment. Software and services need to become smarter, self-organised, sustainable, resource efficient, robust and safe in order to meet stakeholder demands. The software cybernetic research area presents new opportunities and challenges to the software engineering research community.
Over recent years, the increasing richness and sophistication of modern software systems have challenged conventional design time software modelling analysis and has led to many studies exploring non-conventional approaches. This paper concentrates on the transition from the first generation of software cybernetics to the second generation of software cybernetics, which is evolutionary, not revolutionary. Many of the discussed issues have been studied at least to some extent in the past but were typically not in the central spotlight of the new cybernetics. It is our hope that researchers from artificial intelligence, game theory, cloud computing, creative computing, big data, IoT, cyber-physical system and other pertinent research areas to come together and work towards the establishment of a solid foundation that can be used in practice for effective and efficient development of modern complicated software, which may also give rise to new software engineering methods and tools.
To build autonomic and self-adaptive large-scale software systems, both software systems, and external environments need to be modelled so that they can understand or even learn from each other to produce better responses to any changes. Artificial intelligence and software cybernetics might reunion in some way to achieve such kind of software systems at the third-order/fourth-order software cybernetics level.
